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Abstract: Patterns emerge in a wide range of systems that initially were homogeneous. We
focused on a model of a developing tissue that responds to two types of signals that correspond
to two distinct spatial communications, a long-range communication set by a morphogen gradient
and interactions between adjacent cells mediated by two transmembrane proteins. Analysing the
accessible steady states we saw, for intermediate signals, bistable responses of cells. When cells
interact between them, lateral inhibition appears and a fine-grained pattern with a period 2 emerges.
Simulating the dynamics we explored different initial conditions and the results agree with the linear
stability analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In developing embryonic tissues, cells that initially are
equivalent become different creating patterns [1][2]. This
process can involve different strategies to reach a spa-
tial pattern of distinct cell types [3]. For instance, it
can involve different types of spatial communication and
here we study two of them: (i) long-range communication
through a morphogen gradient [4] and (ii) short-range
communication by cell-cell interactions [5]. Both of them
are present in the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), one
of the most studied organisms by its easy geometry and
simplicity compared to other biological systems [6].
During embryonic development some cells within tis-
sues can secrete proteins that can form an extracellular
gradient across the whole tissue through diffusion, for
instance. The secreted protein acts as a morphogen when
it activates target genes in a concentration-dependent
manner in other cells. These cells sense the extracellular
protein concentration, transduce it to the nucleus and
give different responses according to it [4]. So this
mechanism can provide positional information to cells
and drive them to specific fates that depend on the
extracellular concentration. This type of long range
positional information sets the body plan of Drosophila
[7].
One way of short-range communication between
cells is through two types of transmembrane proteins,
ligands and receptors, that are anchored in the cell
membrane. It is assumed that each cell has the ligand
and receptor, can signal and respond to signals. When a
ligand binds to a receptor in an adjacent cell they trigger
a reaction that activates a gene expression, change the
metabolism of the cell or another type of cell response
like initiation of cell differentiation within the cell that
harbors the receptor [2],[5].
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Recently, Corson et al have seen these types of
spatial communication driving cell fate-specification. In
the tissue studied by them [8], the notum of Drosophila
during pupal development, cells differentiate into two
types of fates, sensory organ precursor (SOP) and epi-
dermal. The results indicate that without any signal the
cell fate adopted corresponds to SOP but, if cells receive
a signal, an inhibition takes place and the epidermal fate
is adopted. As we said, the signal can come from both
types of spatial communication but when the signal is
emitted by the neighboring cells the phenomen is known
as lateral inhibition.
II. THE MODEL
We used a mathematical approach of Notch signaling
and fate-specification formulated by Corson et al [8],
which considers both morphogen gradients and cell-cell
communication. The model studied here is a simplified
deterministic version of that analysed by Corson et al
[8]. Cell state dynamics is described by a nonlinear
differential equation with only one variable, ui, that
describes the state of the cell i having values between
0 and 1. For low values of u the state corresponds
to low proneural activity or epidermal fate, and for
high values to high proneural activity or SOP. The
dynamics of cell state depends on signals, s, that the
cell receives and which inhibit the SOP fate. When
we studied the dynamics with a morphogenic gradient
(case i), the signal received by the cell i was the
concentration of the ligand at the position i, ci. When
we only had cell-cell communication (case ii) we used
a linear dependence between the signal and the states
of the nearest-neighbors. These nearest-neighbors,
(nn), of cell i were only those that were in contact,
because as we said ligands and receptor are anchored
at the membrane, thus they have to be in contact to bind.
So for each case:
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As we said the dynamics of the state of a cell is governed
by the following differential equation and can be related
to gene regulation [8]:
du
dt
= f(u− s)− u = g(u, s) (3)
Corson et al. [8] use a sigmoid function for f because
it is monotonic, increasing for u and deacreasing for s,
according with the amplification of SOP fate by u and
inhibition of SOP fate by s. The sigmoid function used
is as proposed in [8]:
f(u− s) = 1 + tanh(4(u− s))
2
(4)
III. METHODS AND RESULTS.
A. Steady states driven by a gradient.
1. Bifurcation diagram and linear stability analysis.
The steady states, u0, that a cell can reach receiving a




= 0. Steady states (Fig. 1a)
correspond to the intersections of f and u.
We explored the steady states for signals of values
between 0 and 1 and used the Newton Raphson algo-
rithm [10], beginning with s = 0 and using a step of
ds = 10−3. The bifurcation diagram (Fig. 1b) obtained
is consistent with the results of Corson et al [8]. If s
is very low (there is no inhibitory signal (or nearly))
the cell adopts the SOP fate, while if s is high the
cell adopts the epidermal fate. It is when the signal
is intermediate that the results indicate that there
are three stationary states, one with intermediate cell
state values. However, we will show this one is unstable.
To study the stability of these states, we took a small
perturbation around all steady states, ui = u0 + wi,
and linearize the equation of dynamics. Our resulting










FIG. 1: (a) Intersection of the function f(u− s) and u,
using different values of s. (b) Bifurcation diagram with
stable (continuous) and unstable (dashed) steady states.
If λ < 0 (notice it is Real) the initial perturbation
will decrease over time and vanish, hence the state u0 is
linearly stable. But if λ > 0, the initial perturbation will
grow over time and the state is unstable. The results
of the analysis indicate that at intermediate values of
the signal the cell states corresponding to SOP and
epidermal fates are stable, whereas the intermediate cell
state is unstable (Fig. 1b).
2. Numerical integration of the dynamics.
To prove our results of the steady states we simulated
the dynamics for a square array of cells with periodic
boundary conditions, using a Euler or Runge-Kutta
fourth-order method, [10] . As the RK4 performed more
time than the first one and did not show an improvement
we finally only used Euler with a step of time dt = 0.01,
beginning at t = 0 and integrating up to t = 100.
To analyse the response within a range of s constant
values, we considered a gradient of s values across the
tissue of NxN cells. The gradient of the signal that we
imposed had the form:








, xi < 0
(6)
This variable xi corresponds to the position of the cell i
along the x axis. For a linear array of cells, the origin
is centered to have symmetry over the y axis. It can be
seen that at x = 0 cells receive a maximum signal and,
the signal decreases linearly, reaching the minimum at
the furthest cells (Fig. 2). Yet, we could simulate only a
linear array of cells because the gradient is only over the
x axis. We decided to use a square array of cells because
at the end, we will study the whole model with both
types of spatial communications and we will see some
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FIG. 2: The blue line corresponds to the profile of the
gradient along the x axis and the points corresponds,
for different instants, the sates adopted for a linear
array of cells. Figures (a) and (c) corresponds to the
initial condition A and (b) and (d) to B.
correspondences with the pattern shown.
We studied the dynamics for two initial conditions,
all cells at: A the epidermal fate u = 0 and B the
SOP fate u = 1, with a uniformly distributed random
perturbation of the order 10−3.
We can anticipate the result of the pattern by looking
at the bifurcation diagram (Fig.1). When the signal is
strong (low) enough, cells directly adopt the epidermal
(SOP) fate and, it is at intermediate signals that there
is bistability. The final states of cells that have an inter-
mediate signal will be regulated by the initial conditions.
Each cell will converge to the fate that is more accessible.
This expectation is confirmed numerically (Fig. 2),
comparing (Fig. 2a) and (Fig. 2b) we show how the
initial conditions influence the dynamics and, comparing
(Fig. 2c) and (Fig. 2d) we see that the unique difference
between the stationary patterns is the states adopted
for those cells under an intermediate signal.
B. Self-organized pattern.
1. Linear stability analysis.
Now the signal each cell receives is the contribution of
cells states neighbors (case (ii).). To find the homoge-
neous state we need to impose
dui
dt
= 0 and ui = u0, ∀ i.
This gives an implicit equation for u0 that can be solved





As we want to explore the growth of small perturbations
around the homogeneous stationary state to evaluate its
stability, we took ui = u0 + wi with wi small. Now the

















We can write the equation 8 with matrix notation. This
matrix corresponds to the Jacobian of the dynamical sys-
tem, at the diagonal will contain the terms (A−1), corre-
sponding to the derivative of ∂f∂ui
∣∣
u0
, and at the positions
of its neighbors, at the matrix, the term (−A), corre-




This corresponds to an N x M coupled system of equa-
tions where N and M are the number of cells along the
axis x and y of the lattice. We can solve the entire set
of equations by diagonalizing the matrix or reducing the
coupling of equation 8 performing the following change
of variables:































Before changing the variables, each cell was mapped to
an integer, i ∈ 1, 2, ..., NxM . Now cells are represented
with two indices j, k refereed to the spatial position on
the lattice. Introducing this change, we reach to an or-
dinary system of differential equations, and for each cell





















This function expresses the coupling of equations and
is related with the geometry of the lattice. As we
said previously the positive real part of eigenvalues
correspond to unstable states and negative real part
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FIG. 3: (a) Pattern formed with cell-cell
communication. (b) Evolution of the state u, of two
adjacent cell.
to stable states. Thus Re(λ) will have to full-fill the
following conditions:
Stable: Unstable:
A(1− Ωq,p) < 1 A(1− Ωq,p) > 1 (14)
The maximum unstable eigenvalue is the fastest growing
mode and it is obtained when q̄ = q/N = 1/2 and p̄ =
p/M = 1/2. Hence the pattern that emerges from the
homogeneous linearly unstable state can be expected to
be related with the characteristic period of the modes
(q̄, p̄) [11]. So a period 2 along the main directions of the
lattice.
2. Numerical integration of the dynamics.
Using the same algorithm of the previous section, with
the same values we integrated the dynamics starting
with a rather uniform lattice of cell states. We did not
have an extracellular signal, so cells were not forced to
adopt a particular fate. Now we observed the same two
fates as in Fig. 2 but distributed different, creating a
fine-grained pattern, typical for lateral inhibition (Fig.
3). This pattern exhibits a period 2 as expect from the
linear stability analysis but was not perfect, showing
closed contours of low prenoural activity (epidermal
fate).
Although we used the two initial conditions A and B
described before, now we did not observed any difference
between the patterns obtained.
The cells that build the contour were not always
the same and this contours had a wide range of dimen-
sions. That made us think that one of the mechanisms
that could be related with the formation of this contours
was the initial conditions. We had a random parameter,
the initial perturbation on the cell state. The pattern
begins to form at places where the differences between
(a) t=0 (b) t=2
(c) t=4 (d) t=10
FIG. 4: Evolution of a tissue of 12x12 cells, reaching, at
the stationary sate, the perfect lateral inhibition
pattern.
cells and neighbors states are larger. As the dynamics
evolve the pattern expands and the contours are formed
when this different patterns, that began at different
locations, collapse.
Then if we could begin the formation of the pat-
tern only at one place we would expect the perfect
periodic pattern of lateral inhibition. That can be done
i.e. by making only at one place a large difference
between the cell and its neighbors. This is shown at
Fig. 4, where all cells were initially at the same state u
and just one cell was different at the center (Fig. 4a).
As time progresses the pattern spreads from the center
and when all cells reach the stationary state, the perfect
periodic pattern is established.
C. Pattern formation in presence of a morphogen
gradient and cell-cell interactions.
In this section we studied the formation of a pattern in
a tissue of cells having both types of spatial communica-
tion. Cells can interact binding the ligand to the receptor
of its nearest neighbors, and receive an extracellular sig-
nal from the morphogen gradient. So now, the signal
is:




Integrating the dynamics, the system reaches a stable
pattern (Fig. 5) that is a superposition of the first two,
(Fig 2.) and (Fig 3.), but now cells do not show any
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bistable response that depends on the initial condition,
in contrast to what we have seen at (Fig. 2). If we
begin with the two different initial conditions A or B,
the pattern at the stationary state has the same form
(Fig. 5). As the linear analysis as a first approximation
(a) Initial condition A (b) Initial condition B
FIG. 5: Evolution of a tissue of 50x50 cells, reaching the
same pattern although the dynamics have began with
different initial conditions. The differences between the
zones with low extracellular signal it is due to the
random perturbation.
is analogous of the last section, but now adding the con-
stant term referred to the morphogen gradient, we did
not show here. The homogeneous state is linearly unsta-
ble only at the region of low extracellular signal, the rest
of cells are rapidly directed to the SOP fate by the hight
extracellular signal.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we showed how cells can differentiate
and create spatial patterns using different types of
cell communication. The functionality of f(u, s) lets
cells choose only between two different fates, having a
bistability zone. This was verified dynamically with a
morphogen gradient. In addition, the states that formed
the pattern, when there is cell-cell-communication
were in correspondence with the curve of the bi-
furcation diagram and we did not get any state filling
in the dotted line since these steady states were unstable.
The morphogen gradient is a plausible mechanism
to give positional information to cells and how they
have to behave, depending on this extracellular signal.
We only investigated the simplest functionality. More
sophisticated gradients could drive some different tran-
sitions between the two fates [8].
When cells self-organize, using cell-cell interactions,
we have shown that the pattern emerges first at places
were the differences with its neighbors are larger. Then
cells inhibit the adjacent ones to become the same fate
reaching the lateral inhibition pattern with a period 2.
The imperfections appear when some noise is introduced
to the cell state. This could be a subject to further
study, may be introducing some correlations between
the perturbation of different cells, could let us know
how the emerging patterns will collapse. Additionally
if a prepatern is established it makes easy to guide
fate-specification.
Finally if cells are able to use both types of cell
communication, when one predominates heavily onto
the other, the pattern arising corresponds to the domi-
nant one. It is worth mentioning that all programs used
to compute the calculations and patterns have been
build from scratch.
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